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Gamma Real Estate Chooses RealPage Portfolio
Asset Management for Streamlined Reporting
RICHARDSON, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- RealPage, Inc. (NASDAQ:RP), a leading global provider of software
and data analytics to the real estate industry, has announced that NYC boutique real estate firm Gamma Real
Estate has chosen RealPage’s Portfolio Asset Management (PAM) solution to streamline its portfolio reporting
function.

“We were looking for an efficient way to review monthly reports with our property managers,” said Matthew Jacobs,
Vice President at Gamma. “We also wanted a good solution for historical data storage in order to more easily
produce financial reports for our investors.”

Matthew says the company considered several other reporting solutions, but ultimately chose RealPage’s PAM
solution due to its ease of use, ability for customization, and reporting depth. “We now have a more streamlined
workflow and management process in place,” he added, “and a clear lens into what is happening across the
portfolio.”

“PAM is all about data, metrics and decision-making,” said RealPage’s Alan James, Senior Vice President, Asset &
Investment Management. “It captures deep financial and operating data and presents it in a way that enables
insights into where your problems and opportunities lie. It’s an unsurpassed tool for collaborating with and informing
managers, partners and owners.”

About Gamma Real Estate

Gamma Real Estate is a boutique commercial real estate firm based in New York City. The firm runs three
operations – Gamma Lending, Gamma Multifamily, and Gamma Development. Owned and operated by the Kalikow
family, Gamma Real Estate boasts a forty-five year history of success as both lenders and owners of commercial
real estate.

https://www.gammarealestate.com

About RealPage

RealPage is a leading global provider of software and data analytics to the real estate industry. Clients use our
platform to improve operating performance and increase capital returns. Founded in 1998 and headquartered in
Richardson, Texas, RealPage currently serves over 12,400 clients worldwide from offices in North America, Europe
and Asia. For more information about the company, visit https://www.realpage.com.
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